SUSSEX SOCIETY OF RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION REFEREES
ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE SEASON 2021-22
In each of the past two seasons we have spoken about them being strange and unusual because they
were truncated or did not exist because of Covid. Although we have a way to go, and we are all
adapting to the world we live in, we have, at least, had an 89 th season that bore some relation to the
rugby world we know.
Slowly but surely rugby returned. It is, however, different and our membership is like other rugby
organisations. Activity has been slow to re-start and some members have not returned because their
lives have moved on and their involvement has been constrained by personal concerns.
The Rugby Football Union Referees Union (RFRU), of which we are a member, has worked effectively as
a Constituent Body (CB) of the Rugby Football Union (RFU). As you might imagine, the workload of our
governing body and CB has largely concerned itself with bringing the game out of the pandemic into
some form of normality. This has been done against a background of declining adult male participation,
which had been a pattern for several seasons prior to Covid but the pandemic has exacerbated the
trend. In contrast, adult women's participation fell far less but the number of teams has grown. Age
grade participation has remained largely flat over several seasons.
The RFRU strategic objectives are to build match official participation and ensure that rugby officiating
is for everyone. The RFRU have invested a great deal of time in responding to the Future Competitions
Structure and more is said about this in the section on Season 2022-23 towards the end of this report.
Alongside this, an RFRU priority continues to be to grow Young Match Officials and active female
referees. We are aware that both groups remain issues for us and we will carry this activity forward.
A spin-off of the pandemic has been the use of virtual meetings using ZOOM, MS Teams, and other
media. This has changed the way we communicate and our approach towards face-to-face meetings.
As we move from a pandemic to dealing with a fuel crisis there continues to be a need to use this
technology to our advantage. Of course, there will be a need to meet in person but where we can avoid
unnecessary travel that will be a way forward; it is not the answer every time, but it is a tool in the box
we may not have previously used.
Match Official Development
Our match officials have enjoyed busy seasons at various levels of the game and in different roles. Of
note:
•

•

•
•
•
•

After a successful season refereeing South East Group appointments and having the
opportunity to referee at Level 4, Conor Boyle has been appointed to the National Match
Official Team Associate Panel, which will give him further Level 4 experience in a hopefully
successful journey to the National League Match Official Team (NLMOT)
Becky Piddleston has a close association with the Society. In the past season she has refereed
the Ladies County Final at Twickenham and has progressed along the referee pathway to join
Conor on the Associate Panel with a clear objective of being involved in the Womens World cup
in 2025
Ben McNamara was elected to the National League Match Official Team as an Assistant Referee
Phil Bowers is a member of the National League Match Official Team as an Assistant Referee
Iain Mitchell is a member of the National League Match Official Team as a Referee Coach
Toby Rowe has refereed as a Level 5 referee on South East Group

•

Thirteen Sussex referees remain on the South East Federation Panel

Training and development
We had two face-to-face training meetings during the season. At Lewes RFC, RFU referee Hamish Grant
delivered on Making Communication Effective and at East Grinstead in March Premiership referee
Craig Maxwell Keys led an informative session on a wide range of matters concerned with how we
manage the game.
The training offer from the RFU has been changed. The England Rugby Referee Award now has a gap of
eight months between day 1 and day 2 to allow participants to do some refereeing and gain experience
to bring to the second day. There remains the issue with a limited number of available courses in
appropriate locations and the reality is that not all candidates have the game knowledge, confidence
and competency to immediately take to the field after the first day.
To fill a void, a short course, Introduction to Refereeing, has been developed and we have delivered
three of these in clubs across the county. They have proved popular for schoolteachers and players
wishing to increase their game knowledge. It is too early to gauge whether any active referees will
emerge from this.
Our Training Officer, Phil Bowers, has continued to deliver course as an RFU Educator and Ben
McNamara is in training to undertake this role.
Sussex RFU
The Constituent Body (CB) under the Chairmanship of Gary Henderson, has continued its work within a
Board and Executive structure as well as continuing to provide opportunities for clubs to be involved.
We have been working in partnership with Gary and other officers to develop match officiating in
clubs, particularly through the Introduction to Refereeing Courses. We are also collaboratively working
with clubs to support their cohorts of club referees involved in Age Grade rugby. This, where possible,
requires support from our membership to assist their local clubs by accepting a game wide
development responsibility beyond our own match officiating activities. We and Sussex RFU hope that
our members will embrace this where they can.
Discipline
Alongside Sussex RFU, RFRU and the RFU we have been concerned at the drop in behaviour standards
and a rise in match official abuse. This is a national issue, and we consider we are fortunate not to have
seen some of the extremely poor behaviour seen elsewhere in the country. Nevertheless, it is not for
us to be complacent but, rather, to understand this is a game issue and that we should be prepared to
take a strong stance in dealing with incidents that arise within our jurisdiction. As well as the standard
foul play matters, there have been reported incidents of poor behaviour contravening game values,
particularly involving Age Grade rugby and social media, which have been dealt with. Locally we have
always been well supported and we know that will continue should we require it.
Appointments
The administration of the appointments process is delivered via the web-based system, Who’s The Ref
(WTR) by David Beglan as Appointments Secretary. The WTR system is now an established operation
and works extremely effectively but it does require all match officials to update and be bound by their
availability charts. The Appointments Secretary is a highly competent operator, but he is not a mind
reader; engagement by all match officials it vital as well as being a common courtesy. Referees should
not make assumptions that they will not be needed simply because a re-appointment has not been
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made by, say, a Tuesday. Rather, and as will be seen by the following evidence, they will receive a reappointment in what is a very fluid system.
WTR dealt with 1399 fixtures of all types. This includes tournaments, festivals, exchanges and
reappointments. There were 560 club appointments to games that took place, a reduction of 65 games
from 2018-19, the full last season prior to covid, which in turn was a reduction of 144 games from
2017-18.
There were 282 Sunday fixtures (and increase from the 208 of the last full season), 210 fixtures in
midweek (comparable with the 216 in 2018-19) and 560625 Saturday fixtures (a decrease of 65 from
the last full season). Of continuing concern is the number of fixture cancellations made after initial
appointment. WTR shows numbers of cancellations to be a total of 265 meaning that 23% of the games
scheduled did not subsequently take place. This is a concerning trend although not isolated to Sussex.
The cancellation of games has had an adverse spin off in that we have found it increasingly difficult to
source suitable games for new referees as so many games at lower levels have been called off and
some teams are unsuitable for a new referee.
There have been some instances of referees making themselves unavailable for age grade rugby due to
poor behaviour, mainly by adults on the touchline, a fact reported to Sussex RFU as a concern. We do
continue to suffer from a dearth of referees who are available for midweek fixtures and it often comes
as a bit of a surprise to Universities and Schools to hear that some of our referees actually work during
the week!

The table below summarises the above.

Total Fixtures
Cancellations
Midweek fixtures
Sunday fixtures
Saturday fixtures
Unappointed or
club referee

2020-21
1399
23%
210
282
560
82

2018-19
1475
18%
216
208
625
86

2017-18
1627
26%
201
95
468
95

2016-17
1740
20%
184
175
538
Not
recorded

Despite the cancellations thanks and a heartfelt acknowledgement is due to the clubs, particularly
fixture secretaries, who have worked with us to make the process work. Inevitably there are some
clubs who are not able to reach the standard of the majority and we look forward to an
acknowledgement by all clubs that efficient and effective communication is required to make the
system work.
As with any system change there is a “behind the scenes” operation and whilst the “customer” deals
with David, very few are aware of the hugely significant work carried out by Phil Holley to technically
join everything up and keep us all abreast of the technical capacity of the system. Finally in this respect
we thank Mark Brown of Who’s The Ref for his company’s input into this system.
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Les Newcombe, As Exchanges Secretary was able to arrange several valuable exchanges with Kent,
Hampshire and London. These are used for development purposes, taking referees to places they do
not know and meeting new people.
There were 22 new applications to join the Society of which ten became graded referees including one
promising referee who meets the Young Match Official criteria. Our new referees are mentored by
Gordon Burtenshaw who inducts our new recruits, arranges suitable fixtures and observation. Issues
with RFU courses continue to be an obstacle but by far the greater problem for new referees has been
the lack of suitable games that we knew would take place.
Referee Developers
Andy Walford led a team of seven active Sussex Match Official Developer’s (MOD's) during the season
and many thanks are due to this team for their commitment.
A total of 88 referee reports were completed of which 29 were for SEF appointments and 52 for Sussex
referees operating at L9 and above. 35 referees received reports, with priority over the season being
given to exchange referees, new referees and those referees on the society development list.
Unfortunately, not all active referees were watched this season owing to a combination of MOD
availability and a high level of game cancellations and postponements.
The current team is small and would benefit from new recruits including active on-field officials who
may either be injured or simply have availability from time to time. Please make yourselves known to
Andy Walford.
South East Group and South East Federation
These bodies exist to continue the development of all match officials.
The work of the South East Group to appoint to Level 5 and develop referees at that level has
proceeded with the involvement of three on field officials from the Federation, two of whom are
Sussex members. We have not been involved in off field activities for the first time in many years.
The good working relationship we have with colleagues in Kent as co-partners in the South East
Federation has continued. Harry Leach has worked tirelessly to administer the finances of the
Federation, Iain Mitchell has continued as Secretary, Phil Bowers has overseen the training and
development function and Phil Holley brought his game experience to the Federations affairs. The
federation is chaired by Bill Hobba of Kent.
As you will read in the section below on Season 2022-23 new structures are in place to appoint and
develop officials for the new league structure. South East Group will no longer exist and has been
replaced by a regional arrangement. The Federation will continue in its current format but will return
Counties 2 (previously Level 8 fixtures) to societies. This is because of the more local make-up of the
leagues and a flattening of the structure that brings former Level 8 and Level 9 teams together to
create, in the case of Counties 2 (Sussex) a more competitive and attractive fixture list. There will be no
reduction in the size of the federation referee panel and appointment will continue through Who’s The
Ref (WTR).
Safeguarding
Richard Jones is our Safeguarding Officer. This was a new post from December 2019 and demonstrates
our commitment to this area. This is a key priority for us, the RFU and RFRU. The DBS checking of all
referees officiating Age Grade Rugby is mandatory and we have a procedure that is firmly established.
As part of the process all officials must also complete the e-learning module supporting this process.
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Richard has also continued to work with clubs on safeguarding matters to make the clubs’ and our
members safeguarding a priority. Anyone with concerns must contact Richard at the earliest
opportunity.
Dinner
For Covid reasons we have not had an event for the past two years. Before that we had set up a
working party to gather the thoughts of members regarding the future of the annual dinner. Members
indicated a wish for an event to take place but not necessarily in the traditional November slot.
For our 90th Anniversary a major dinner is being planned for Saturday 3rd December at The Cavendish
Hotel in Eastbourne. We hope that all members will make every effort to attend and mark this notable
occasion.
Sporting Spirit Trophy
Annually, the Society makes a presentation to the club considered to be the most welcoming to visiting
referees, presenting their club in an organised manner on match days whilst extending a sporting
welcome to their opponents both on and off the field. Referees can mark clubs against set criteria and
these results are collated by Phil Holley.
The winner for 2021-22 is East Grinstead RFC. Pulborough are runners up and in third place is Hastings
and Bexhill.
Due to several technical and other difficulties the award of the Sporting Spirit Trophy will be suspended
for next season and we hope to be able to relaunch a new scheme for the season 2023-24
Sponsorship
We continue to benefit from the generous sponsorship of John Gibb Plastering Ltd. As a reminder, John
is a Crowborough member and has done some refereeing is Sussex. We are grateful to him for his
continuing valuable support.
Season 2022-23
The global law trials in during the past season, including the goal line drop out and the 22:50 rule have
been incorporated permanently into law. The 20-minute red card trialled in the southern hemisphere
and given prominence in the media will not be introduced. The height of the tackle and head on head
contact continues to have a high focus and needs careful interpretation and we remain mindful of the
different tackle heights in age grade rugby. World Rugby aims to have a safer game with more space to
play and greater speed.
The work of the RFU Adult Competition Review was concluded in the summer of 2021. During the past
season, a great deal of work has taken place to implement the new structure during the coming
season. This represents the biggest change in the organisation of the leagues for 30 years. There are
several significant changes from Level 3 downwards. There will be an additional Level 4 league at
National Level and there will be Six Regional 1 leagues to replace the current four Level 5 Leagues.
Feeder leagues will continue to exist at the previous Level 6 and below and be known at Regional 2,
Counties 1, 2, 3 and 4. In Sussex, local leagues will continue to exist below Counties 2 (Sussex). Fixtures
have been published and are currently available on Englandrugby.com. The consequence for match
officiating is that appointments for Level 3 and Level 4 will continue to be made by the RFU nationally.
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Appointments at Regional 1 will be made by a match official team working on a south east regional
basis and sees the demise of South East Group. Kent and Sussex Societies, who make up South East
Federation have agreed that we will continue to use our existing mechanism to appoint to Regional 2
and Counties 1 leagues (previously Levels 6 and 7) Appointments involving Sussex clubs at Counties 2
and below (Level 8) will be made by the society. Referees previously graded at Level 8 will be retained
on the Federation panel and appointments will come via WTR in the normal way.
Final thanks and Conclusion
From a practically non-existent season in 2020-21, we have re-established ourselves in a quite different
world during the past season. Not everyone who was with us pre-pandemic has returned and we
acknowledge and thank them for their past contribution.
We are starting to know and love our game again as we move forward. Thank you to everyone who has
worked equally as hard as those who have been named. Everyone is a volunteer and is due thanks and
praise for everything they give for our game and for match officiating. We acknowledge and thank all
those who support us in our hobby.
We now move forward into our 90th Season. From the small beginnings of those who formed the
Society in September 1932 we have come a long way and live in a different world. Nevertheless, we
have the same love of our game and what we do within it and as stewards of the Society we move
things forward positively.
Iain Mitchell,
General Secretary

28 June 2022
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